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HARTMANN at a glance

Operations began in 1818

Global headquarters in Heidenheim, Germany

Present in 34 countries on all continents

Revenues reached 1.9 billion EUR in 2015

Over 10,000 employees worldwide

We have had a passion

for healthcare for 200 years

and we keep going further…



we go the extra mile 

for professionals and 

patients

we challenge

convention and 

push boundaries

we know where

healthcare is 

heading

we confidently

show people the 

way forward

we are a catalyst who 

activates innovation

and progress



The HARTMANN mission:

Rethink healthcare by constantly looking for

ways to improve treatments, outcomes and

healthcare experiences in both the professional 

sector and at home. 



The HARTMANN vision:

Become a leading player in the global 

healthcare market and a driving force to

constantly advance healthcare for all.



Passion

To drive healthcare forward, 

we have a passion for 

what we do. We thrive on 

generating and 

implementing ideas.  



Partnership

To drive healthcare 

forward, we are open and 

we collaborate. We can 

only affect real change by 

building sustainable 

partnerships.



Professionalism

To drive healthcare 

forward, we take 

what we do seriously. 

We are experienced 

and skilled. 



What we do…

…and who we do it for



We work

for them

We go further for them

every minute of every

day, everywhere.



We work

for him

We go further for him

every minute of

every day, 

everywhere.



Finding new

ways

Taking a different 

approach to healthcare

will benefit all of us.



Enabling

moments

Efficiency in hospitals

means more moments

like this for everyone.



Simply peace

of mind

It takes complex thinking

to make wound

treatments simple.



The feeling

of relief

Relief can give you

confidence to make the

most out of life.



Five business areas mean

five ways to

go further for health



Research committed to improving 

hygiene by examining infection 

risks and advancing research and 

practical implementation.



Wide range of continence 

pads and purchasing options 

to improve quality of life



Wound dressings based on 200 

years of medical knowledge 

available for you at home



CombiSet: creating efficiency 

means better care for patients 

and surgical teams



Vivano and HydroTherapy: the new generation of 

advanced wound treatments



Doing the right thing 
drives growth

The financials



Steady sales growth

MEUR

1,941

MEUR

1,699

MEUR

1,758

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

CAGR 3.4%

MEUR

1,794

MEUR

1,862



Profitable growth (EBIT)

MEUR

133

MEUR

108
MEUR

91

2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Adoption of accounting

method (IAS 19)

MEUR

102

MEUR

122



Sales by region

Europe

M€ 1,718

Americas

M€ 67

Asia and Africa

M€156

MEUR

1,941



Sales by business segment

Incontinence

M€ 644

Wound Mngmt.

M€ 425

Infection Mngmt.

M€ 466

Group other

M€ 406

MEUR

1,941



200 years of
healthcare pioneering

Our major milestones



1818:

Company 

founded as

a cotton mill

1843:

Paul Hartmann takes

over cotton mill

1870s:

Break-throughs kick start

production of antiseptic

wound dressings and

surgical cotton wool

1919:

Plaster and ointment

production begins



1938:

First ointment wound

dressing for dressing

changes without pain

1965:

Redefining OR safety

through x-ray

detectable thread

1970s:

Moving into incontinence

Folioplast disposable

surgical drapes –

reducing risk in the OR
1997:

Moving into

moist wound

healing



2009:

Acquisition of 

BODE, Europe‘s 

leading specialist 

for disinfectants

2014:

Introducing HydroTherapy, making 

wound treatments simple and effective
2011:

Introducing 

Vivano, a negative 

pressure wound 

therapy system

Going further



Be amazed

We never stop being

amazed at what we can

achieve together to improve

healthcare - everywhere. 

Let‘s go further.



Thank you
Do you have any questions?


